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Clean Water Technology, Inc. Moves to New On-Line Address
Clean Water Technology, Inc. (CWT), the leader in the design and delivery of innovative water and
wastewater treatment solutions, announced today that they are changing their on-line address to
cwt-global.com. Operating as a global company with offices
and joint ventures in 18 countries, this change simplifies digital
communications.
People living and working in geographic areas where English is
not the primary language, will find the “shorter address” easier
to use. This change also highlights Clean Water Technology’s
global reach. With over 800 wastewater system solutions
installed globally, CWT has earned their leadership stature.
CWT is best known for their state-of-the-art GEM® System (Gas Energy Mixing System), a new age
primary wastewater treatment system used by leading manufacturers and processors to clean
process water before it is discharged to ground water or into sewer systems. This primary
wastewater system technology helps customers meet compliance standards for load and most often
drives reductions in surcharges, fines and penalties. In addition, the GEM System is more compact
than conventional primary treatment systems, is highly effective, and because of its efficiency, uses
less chemical in the process
“Our company is growing, and our global reach continues to expand because our customers realize
the advantages of our total wastewater solutions, including the positive impact upon their
sustainability initiatives. At CWT, we have made clean water our business and because of the
precious resource that it is, we believe that clean water is everyone’s business” said Mike Yeager,
CEO of Clean Water Technology.
To learn more about CWT, visit our new, shorter on-line address: www.cwt-global.com.

Clean Water Technology (CWT) provides sustainable turn-key wastewater treatment solutions to processors worldwide.
CWT’s GEM® System and DAF retrofits minimize footprint, sludge, chemical usage, energy and water use – easily adapting
to changing streams and future expansions. CWT’s GEM® System, Anaerobic, and Aerobic Systems lead the industry in
contaminant removal, chemical efficiency and beneficial by-product generation.
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